INTRODUCTION
The need for a Chemistry focused Angel Network was identified during the Patent and Related Matters Committee Meeting at the 243rd National American Chemical Society Conference on March 22, 2012 in San Diego. It was observed that there are significant resources dedicated to training our next generation of chemical Entrepreneurs both within the society and at the institutions where the members work. However, there was no capital pool dedicated towards allowing the training to be implemented. It was also noted that one of the American Chemical Society’s greatest assets is the retired chemist population. In response, the Chemical Angel Network was founded by Mark Vreeke and Sid White in May 2012. In addition to capital, the network will draw upon the retired member’s unique experience and knowledge base to provide due diligence, mentoring, contacts, and general technical expertise. The members still active in industry will provide the current context of potential opportunities.

*The Chemical Angel Network is a provisional member of the Angel Capital Association (ACA) and is open to collaboration and syndication with other investment groups.*
ENTREPRENEURS:

The Chemical Angel Network provides a platform to present business proposals to a network of highly qualified and experienced accredited investors who are interested in providing funding and mentorship to support deserving companies. Since the vetting process is carried out as a single group, this saves entrepreneurs from the need to find, locate, and coordinate multiple meetings with individual Angels. The Chemical Angel Network meetings will be held over the Internet with two face-to-face meetings at the National American Chemical Society Meetings.

Typical Deal
- Early stage companies with a significant Chemistry component.
- Compelling business model addressing a large or growing market using a scalable approach.
- Company headquartered near an existing member’s residence.
- A match with an existing member’s experience in the sector that the company is addressing.
- Investments to $100k and larger amounts syndicated with other networks or funds

Value Added
- We look to assist entrepreneurs, researchers and scientists with determining the economic feasibility of their ideas.

www.ChemicalAngels.com